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Fire Walls are built between two adjoining units in a building
to prevent the spread of fire from one unit to the other.
What we call a “fire wall” is a 2-hour demising partition wall assembly.
What does that mean?
•
•

2-hour means it is engineered and tested to prevent the
spread of an unchecked fire for up to 2 hours.
Partition means it is a shared wall that divides two units.
– This is why it is sometimes called a “Parti” wall.

•

Assembly means that it works as an entire system.

“Fire Wall” can refer to either of the two main components of the walls:
the framed lumber wall, or the 2” thick layer of drywall it supports.

The assembly is made of (2) 2x6
framed walls sandwiching (2) layers of
1” thick drywall, with 1” air gaps
between the drywall and lumber layers.

Air gap

2x6 wall

Drywall

C-Track
Drywall

Used on perimeter
of drywall system.

Each piece is 1” thick,
2’ wide, and 12’ long.

H-Track
Used between
pieces of drywall.

Clips
Attach H-tracks
to lumber wall.

Sweep debris
from channel and
lay track in place.

Use temporary
spacers to help keep
track centered.

Use Ramset
to shoot nails
(1” + washers)
into track.

Check that all nails
actually fasten
track to concrete.

Follow all safety procedures for the use of
powder-actuated tools and wear appropriate
PPE (including gloves and hearing protection).

Ensure all
tracks are
continuous
& straight.

Always pull stud layout from the back
corner, and center the first stud on 22 ¼”.

Measure from that first stud
to continue 2’ o.c. layout.
Cut the end of the plate in the
center of the last stud on layout.

Firewall layout has to be precise so clips
can properly attach H-tracks to studs.

Frame a firewall like all others. Then push it to the red layout line, square it, and tack it down.
Firewalls do not get sheathing to keep them square. Instead, use Let-In Bracing to prevent racking.

1) Lay bracing in place exactly as it
should be installed, and scribe edge.

2) Set saw depth to
match bracing (1 ¼”) and
cut along pencil lines.

3) Push bracing
into cut and install
with (2) 8d nails
into each stud.

4) Ensure bracing
overlaps top and
bottom plates.

How many let-in braces?
At least one brace every 25’.
Ex: A 50’ wall needs (3) braces.

Stand a firewall like all others.
Push it exactly to its layout
lines, nail the bottom first,
then plumb and brace the top.

Where should let-in braces go?
Install braces at each end of the entire wall and
space any middle braces equidistant. Ideally span
any breaks in top plates. Install at opposing angles.
How many temporary
diagonal braces?

Brace wall every 10’ and
Fully brace corners:
– If adjoining exterior wall is up,
brace across top.
– If not, connect top of wall to
rimboard with 16’ diagonal brace.

Always teach safe
lifting/carrying:
Knees not back!

Stock drywall on deck for easy access:
• Store in piles along the length of the fire wall.
• Stock at least 4’ from where wall will be stood
to allow volunteers room to work.
• Stock no more than 12 sheets in each pile.

Drywall is strong but brittle:
Always carry drywall on edge.
•

Carry in threes: while two strong
people can carry the weight, pieces
will bend then break in the middle.

Use equipment whenever
possible to move drywall
to deck – especially for
second-stories.

String to Straighten!
After lumber walls are stood and braced, string the top plates and
adjust braces as necessary to ensure these walls are straight.
•

This is extremely difficult after fire drywall has been installed.

To String a Wall:
1) Attach a 2x block
inside the top
plate at both ends.

2) Run a stringline
tightly between
these two blocks.

3) Use another 2x block
as a test spacer; fit
block between string
and top plate.

If there is a gap between string and block, adjust diagonal
bracing so that top of wall moves in and closes gap.
If block doesn’t fit (or pushes string out in order
to fit), adjust bracing so that top of wall moves
out and block fits snugly without moving line.

Attach clips to studs using
(2) 1 ¼” drywall screws.

Install Firewall Clips
Install clips on the standing lumber wall. These should be:
• Lower line: Measure up from C-track 5’ and snap a line
across the entire wall. Install clips on this line.
• Upper line: Install directly under top plate, or within 4” of it.
Clips maintain the 1” air gap
between lumber and drywall.

Best Practice:
Have volunteers measure
and mark 1” on the clip.
Then hold that line to the
back of the stud.

Sweep all debris out of bottom C-track.

Securely attach a scrap of lumber across
back of house to prevent first pieces of
drywall from tipping out of house.
This piece stays on until sheathing is
installed in its place.

Standing the first piece:
Always work in teams with clear roles:
• One to support already standing pieces.
• One to guide bottom corner into tracks.
• Two to three to lift each new piece.
Watch that clips don’t
catch/tear drywall.
Set corners of drywall
in H-track and C-track.
Watch that corners
stay in tracks while
pivoting and standing.

Be sure all hands are
out of the track!

Standing the second piece:
Always work in teams with clear roles:
• One to support standing pieces.
• One to guide bottom corner into tracks.
• Two to three to lift each piece.
There’s less room in the track
for the second piece—be sure
corners/edges don’t push out.

Always have one person supporting the
first piece while standing the second.

Hands out of
the track!

Tops of all drywall and tracks should be flush and level.

Use a block and hammer to tap down any
trouble pieces.
•

Be careful not to damage tops of drywall
or top track won’t fit over pieces later.

Follow all ladder safety policies
– absolutely no walking walls!

Vertical edges of drywall should be plumb.
• Always plumb the first pair of pieces.
• Double-check that the first three or four pairs
are plumb and adjust as necessary.

If not plumb:
• The wall will “grow” and not match up with clips.
• And you’ll have to cut the last few pieces where
they stick out from sheathing.

Setting H-Track:
Make sure vertical
edges are flush. Use
a block and hammer
to set flush if needed.

Set H-track in place, use a block
and hammer to tap it tight, and
install 2 to 3 ringshank nails to
hold it in place.

Set H-track in
C-track sideways.

Twist H-track until it
“pops” into place.

H-track will stick up too
high if not inside C-track.

Have one person follow behind
the drywall-raising team and
attach the clips to the H-track.

Support wall from the other side.
• Push against the drywall as close as
possible to the drill.

Only attach clips after all
drywall is securely set in
both sides of track.
• Otherwise screws may get
in the way of pushing
drywall fully into track.

Ex: Clips can be attached to
this track, but not this one yet.

Attach clip to track using
(2) Pan Framer Screws.
Each stud needs (2) drywall
screws, this stud needs 1 more.

When attaching clips:

Do not install clips backwards.
• Because it is too hard to maintain
the 1” air gap and get 2 screws
securely into the stud.
• Instead install a block on the stud
to fir clip out closer to track.

• Each side of the clip needs two screws to
attach into track and stud.
• Clips must attach to track, not just drywall.
• Installing screws is easier when the provided
holes line up with track/stud – but you can
make your own holes to make it work.
If holes don’t land on the
track, make your own.

If holes don’t land on the
stud, make your own.

If you do not install firewall clips on
lumber wall before standing drywall:
• Stand drywall and attach H-track.
• Use 1” spacer block to push
drywall away from top plate.
• Attach clips at appropriate heights
as each pair of drywall pieces is
stood in place.
Pro:
Clips are not sticking out to catch people
or drywall pieces as they are lifted.

Con:
Securing pieces after they’re up takes longer,
and may require more people to attach clips.

Drywall should always be supported.
• Have volunteers push against it while
standing pieces.
• Stand permanent lumber walls as soon as
possible along standing drywall.
• If you need to take a break before lumber
walls are stood, install temporary braces.

Use lag screws to attach lumber across
drywall and tracks.
• Fully span at least three pieces of drywall.

Brace down to lumber
nailed securely to joists.

Make sure all
components
of bracing are
secured!

Stand permanent lumber walls as soon as possible.
Either have these built and ready before
standing drywall, or have another team
building, squaring, and bracing these
walls while drywall team stands pieces.

Build these in pieces so they can be
stood one at a time as drywall is ready.
Ex: If the first piece of the wall is 16’
long, stand it as soon as 8 pairs of
drywall pieces have been stood.
But don’t install clips on this wall until it is
completely stood, braced, and straightened.

Cover tops of drywall with H-track
or C-track as soon as possible to
protect against moisture.

Install H-track if another layer of
drywall needs to be installed on top.

Drywall soaks up moisture and bloats,
making track installation much harder.

Install C-track if this is the final layer,
has been trimmed, and is ready for
roof sheathing to pass over.
Significant water damage can cause pieces to
crumble and fail, creating serious fall hazards.

Top tracks should overlap all drywall and tracks.
• You may need to pry bottom of track out to fit
over vertical H-tracks.

Use a block and hammer to set track tightly.

If any vertical tracks
stick up too high:

Either cut or bend them over so
they don’t interfere with top track.

Drywall will stick up above walls until trusses are installed and it can be trimmed.

Push scrap lumber tight against
fire wall and nail it temporarily to
top plate to prevent movement.

Second-story drywall sticks up much
higher than supporting walls.
Always brace against wind damage.

First-story drywall doesn’t stick up
as far, but should still be braced.

Install trusses on both sides of fire walls first, then install drywall between.
All pieces must be installed vertically.
Never lay pieces horizontally in tracks.
Pieces will buckle at the tracks and fall.
To cut and install pieces, either:
• Measure each piece to fit and cut
it on the ground, or
• Install pieces long and use a SawzAll to cut tops flush to trusses.
Plan for drywall clip installation.

• Clips must be installed along the top chord of
truss to hold top of piece secure, and
• Every five feet vertically. Place drywall so that
tracks align with vertical truss chords (like
first/second stories) or install horizontal
blocking between vertical chords for clips.

When you have to cut a lot of drywall it’s faster and
easier to use a circular saw.
• Turn the blade backward and clearly mark on saw that it is
only to be used on drywall until the blade is changed back.

When making only a few simple cuts,
use drywall tools and cutting techniques:
Use a utility blade to score a straight
line through the paper, snap the
piece, then score the other side.

Make sure all workers using saw
and in surrounding area have
dust masks and hearing protection.

Use a keyhole or reciprocating
saw (Sawz-All) to cut notches.

When clip don’t line
up with metal tracks:

Install horizontal blocks between studs.
Common for vertical chords in trusses.
Remember: Space clips every 5’ vertically.

Fir studs out:
Use whatever block size necessary
(Can be 2x4, 1x4 trim, two blocks)

When air gap is too
big for clip to span:
Don’t stack more than two blocks.
If tracks are that far from studs,
install horizontal blocks.

Fir studs out toward drywall.

